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For me, Design is not only a job or a major, but also a beautiful way to record all the components of my life, and it is an aesthetic that serves humanity. According to this, I always focus on finding something people usually ignore in their lives and work to get them to pay attention.

I really love to add illustration elements in my work, blending them with other design styles. I usually choose contrasting colors, because in my opinion, a good design work should catch the audience’s eyes, then they will spend time viewing the whole work. Constricting colors are visually impactful and eye-catching.

In addition, I try to make my works full of affinity, attractiveness, and vitality. I want my design solutions to communicate with the audience. Maybe people will find something in common with my work and benefit from it in some way.
Stay up late
This concept comes from a Korean comic, a story about an ugly man who has no friends. When he gets another beautiful body, he uses that to make many friends. It tells us that most people will focus on appearance, but we must not ignore the inner beauty. The many flowers inside his body represent his good personality, and inner beauty is the most important thing.
This book is like a diary. It records interesting things that every girl does. The reader can find something in common with the person in the diary. The character has no face, so any girl can relate to her and become the main character in the book. The zine uses contrasting gray and yellow colors, with the bright yellow showing important parts.
This piece highlights art from a famous Japanese designer, Kon Satoshi. It celebrates her work by turning it into magazine pages that will introduce readers to Kon's animations.

The magazine covers use two original typefaces, which are called There is a Bright Star and Rising Illustrator.
A month of observation of a particular place revealed a lonely trash can. This lonely trash can’s life became the basis of this project, and the trash can became the main character. The comic book uses many colors to bring vitality to a subject that people might typically associate with bad smells and dirty garbage. The book shows that even a lonely trash deserves consideration.
Since our focus is on food and the high amounts of toxic ingredients in them we wanted a name that made the connection of building a strong foundation in educating others about this information.
Food security

All ideas of these postcards came directly from news reports about people selling expired food, companies adding bad materials to the food, nuclear radiation that can cause animal variation, and so on. Light colors were used in the design, representing how the bad materials will make the food seem more delicious and colorful.
When I was a child, I liked kung fu movies very much. I often dream that I am a swordsman. So I designed a flag for myself. I put my family name Lin and swordsman together. There are many Chinese elements in this flag, including calligraphy. The shape is a woman who is taking up a sword, combined with an ink drawing which is like a Chinese word which means big and comprehensive.
This project is based on the playful typeface, Hole, which was designed by Jacoby Cio. In a group project, the typeface was used to make an illustration. The typeface is difficult to read unless the viewer has a key, designed to remind viewers of a game of cat and mouse. The image of a jigsaw puzzle also brings to mind a game for children.
This sports app can record one's physical conditions and provides information about the benefits of the activity. It also includes a music function, so that users can listen while exercising without having to run two separate apps.
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